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 For each component, you will find both an XML definition and a Java code sample. For the sake of clarity, the library comes
with a pair of Java packages, `com.sprint.layout` and `com.sprint.layout.ui.components` . You can find the documentation of
these packages in the book package `com.sprint.layout.ui.doc` . ## Spring Integration The Spring framework is the basis of

Sprint-Layout. You can use the same Spring components you are already familiar with. You also find its custom components in
the same package. They provide the same level of design flexibility as its counterparts in the Swing package. The core of the

Sprint-Layout package is in the `com.sprint.layout` package. It offers the layouts for all standard components. It is divided into
two subpackages, `com.sprint.layout.ui.container` and `com.sprint.layout.ui.item`. The layouts in the first package are suitable

for layouting data model elements. Each layout is accompanied by a Java class, and you can access it from the XML file with a
path like `/html/componentX.html`. The second package, `com.sprint.layout.ui.item` has three subpackages,

`com.sprint.layout.ui.container.utils`, `com.sprint.layout.ui.container.util`, and `com.sprint.layout.ui.container.core` . ##
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Component Names Each component has a name. You can find them in the documentation of the corresponding package . But
there are only a few components that have a clear Java name. Most components have a name with a prefix that indicates its

purpose. This includes all components that are part of the `com.sprint.layout.ui.item` package. A typical prefix is `comp` for the
components of the `com.sprint.layout.ui.item.core` package. For instance, the text editor `comp.TextEditor` is a normal text
field. The prefix `sel` is used for components that represent an item in a selection dialog. The dialog is only used to select an

object or a file. All selection dialogs have the same basic form. The common prefix for all selection dialogs is `sel`. ##
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